
How to Handle a Loss.
Learning how to integrate a teaching moment instead of playing into victim 

mentality. 



What is a Loss? 
Two Perspectives:

A loss is when the capital you’ve 
invested decreases in value.


This is a necessary part of 
trading that comes with risks. 
Psychological triggers are also 

likely to be agitated.



Perspective No. 1: Non Emotional

• “A loss is an expected scenario in which a trader loses money in order to 
advance on their trading journey.”


• A trader with this perspective will not feel any intense emotion when 
they’re about to buy a stock.  The same trader will also understand their 
discomfort when experiencing a loss, without letting that discomfort 
spiral.


• A non emotional trader is emotionally intelligent, giving them opportunity 
to think clearly and deliberately. 



Perspective No. 2: Emotional
• An emotional trader ties both their wins and their losses to their personal 

identity. Every outcome determines how they feel about themselves.


• It is human nature to pay more attention to our losses than our wins.  This 
is why the joy of a win only last a moment but the guilt of a loss has the 
potential to last forever. The brain will continue to reference the loss in 
hopes of avoiding feeling that same feeling again.


• An emotional trader will struggle with feelings of fear, shame and scarcity.


• An emotional trader will often get their ego bruised.  



What is Ego?
• The ego is a fancy way of saying “identity”. ex. 

Age, Race, Gender, economic class etc.


• In adolescence, a person develops their 
identity through observation.  This 
development of the ego creates an individual’s 
understanding of how they fit into the world.


• A person who grew up poor, may have created 
the limiting belief “poor people never get out 
the hood without compromising.”


• If this person identifies with being raised in the 
hood, they have a subconscious belief that 
they must compromise themselves to be 
successful.  



What is Ego? (continued)
• I have a lot of friends who are in the industry. Because I’ve been in the film/theatre community since I was 

young I see notoriety as a normal part of the human experience.


• As my own community has grown, I haven’t felt a shift in my identity.  20 subscribers is as big as an 
accomplishment as 100,000 subscribers.  I have friends who are on Broadway with less than 1,000 
subscribers. One of Kim Kardashian’s photographers, that she often tags on Instagram, has 3,000 
followers.


• I never learned to equate social numbers with success, so the possibility of growth does not skew my 
perspective.


• I’ve had clients who fail at social media careers before they even start, because their identity revolves 
around people pleasing.  Every decision they made for their brand was dependent on how many followers 
they thought the decision would bring. Their identity is tied to the approval of others.


• I’ve had clients give up after two weeks because they haven’t amassed 20,000 followers in that time.  Their 
ego believed that they were failing because the number didn’t align with what they believed to be success.   



Journal Prompt: How do I define 
success? What does a successful 

life look like to me?



Fear of the Unknown



Comfort within Familiarity
• Comfort is nice, but it indicates that nothing has changed.


•  The Sympathetic Nervous System is often activated when we are in a 
situation that will expand us.


• Learning to expect emotional discomfort while trading will make you 
COMFORTABLE with the feeling, thus dissipating the fear.  



A loss is an illusion…
• One thing is for certain “failing” is apart of 

learning. So if we learn, is it really failure?


• Identity Programing: “I always fail up.”


• A loss is an illusion.  You made a mistake, 
you’ll do better next time.  The reason it 
often hurts so bad is because we’re 
unconsciously using the event as a 
scapegoat for all our other unprocessed 
failures.


• The intensity of the feeling can convince us 
that the loss is more damaging than it is.


• “If I lose, I’m a loser.”
“I ALWAYS fail UP!”



Shifting Your Perspective



Releasing Shame and Guilt

• Because victim mentality is celebrated in our culture, we almost feel 
vindicated when we allow ourselves to be overcome with feelings of 
shame and guilt.


• An individual must know that disproportionate emotions create an illusive 
life experience.


• The secret to releasing shame and guilt is simple…



Always Do Your Best!
• Study and follow the guidelines and resources 

provided to you by MBG.


• Make these guidelines apart of your identity 
blueprint.


• When you take a loss, despite the guidance 
you’ve been given you allow yourself to look for 
the lesson.


• When you take a loss because you disregarded 
the guidance you’ve been given, you 
subconsciously unearth doubt about yourself and 
your place in the trading world.


• When you know you did your best you are 
mentally prepared to accept that this loss can 
teach you something.



Spot the Differences…

Person A

• Curses and cries after taking a loss.

• Throws out all trading books and 

cancels all educational 
memberships.


• Eventually quits trading because it 
doesn’t “feel right” anymore.

Person B

• Sits to process emotions after 

taking a loss.

• Goes for a run.

• Prays/Meditates in the morning.

• Returns to the market.



Shift Realities…
• Can you shift into a reality where a loss doesn’t hurt so badly?


• In the realm of trading who do you want to be?


• I am grounded whenever I trade.


• I have confidence in my decisions.


• I always learn from my losses.


• I have faith in myself and in my circumstances. 


• Incorporate these ideas into your identity blueprint.  



Concept of Faith



Peace vs Chaos
• What do you have faith in? What do you believe is governing your life 

experience? Do you believe that you are meant to live a life of peace? Do 
you have faith that whatever you believe in wants you to be at ease while 
experiencing success?


• Peaceful Trading: Trading with faith. Acknowledging nervousness and 
hesitancy. Using tools to manage these emotions (prayer, meditation, 
exercise etc.) 


• Chaotic Trading: Taking action without awareness of our belief systems.  
Allowing desperation to control your actions. This is often second nature 
to those that are accustomed to avoiding their emotions.



When you’re triggered…
• …where is your faith. Are you able to 

activate your parasympathetic nervous 
system to ensure that your body feels safe?


• Learning how to embody safety will lead to 
clarity in your trading journey while allowing 
you to avoid chaotic trading.


• The ability to be comfortable in the 
uncomfortable will take you further than 
you’ve ever gone.  You will be ever 
expanding, no longer allowing fear to limit 
you.


• There is no limit to what is possible. 
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